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TUELECTRIC
January 18, 1988

William G. counsil
Execuine nce Prrudens

V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAX STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES)
DOCKETS NOS. 50-445 AND 50-446
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROTECTION
FR0li JET IMPINGEMENT OUTSIDE CONTAINMF.NT

Gentlemen:

| By letter dated August 14, 1987, you requested additional information concerning
the effects of jet impingement due to a break in the superpipe region of the main
steam and feedwater piping. The NRC staff was concerned that the essential cables

| located in this area could constitute a violation of a major goal of the staff's
pipe break criteria, which is to separate safety-related equipment from high
energy lines whenever possible.

A small quantity of essential cables is located in the superpipe areas; however,
these cables service equipment that, because of their function, are appropriately
located in these areas. Other essential cables are not located in, and do not
transit through, these areas. The quantity and function of the essential cables

I that are located in these areas do not constitute a violation of the staff's pipe
| break separation goals. Further, TV Electric commits to exercise caution in the

design of any future modifications so as to avoid concentrating essential
equipment in these superpipe areas.

Very truly yours,

NM
W. G. Counsil
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c Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV
Resident Inspectors, CPSES (3)
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